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Ceramic Ornamentation from
dan&mary’s Monastery-HEMPorium
Each crafted artifact is individually unique, dated,
initialed, and is symbolic of relics attesting our ethos
existence from ancient to modern times. While many
people have chosen to display these pieces as artwork of
dan&mary's, these pieces are fully functional! If you do
not drop, or heat the bowl areas to unevenly, these lead
free glazed ceramics will provide a most pleasurable,
natural, taste from your favorite herb.
Straight tube chillum reminiscent of 15,000 year old,
hollowed out animal bones that were found, containing
partially burnt herb, in Nan Non Tuk Thailand.

Carbureted chillum to give the effect of
cupping a chillum as is common in
Tibet and other countries that indulge
religiously.

Long and short stem Peace Pipes symbolic of not only
the smoking apparatus of the Native American's but also of
the known peace invoking properties of a certain herb.

Liberty Heart Pendant on one side the liberty bell connected
with a heart to symbolize humans love for liberty the
liberty bell is also connected to a set of wings depicting
liberties flight. On the inverse the heart connects with the
herb that heals.7

Hand holding a bowl in gesture of an offering. This piece
is symbolic of similar artifacts dating between 1000 b.c.
and 600 b.c in and around the middle east, and in the
United States as well. This is why it is the ornament that
adorns the logos, banners, and flags of the Church Of
Cognizance.
+++*

Our replica of oil lamps found in the
middle east dating around 700 b.c. these
come with a hemp wick and can be filled
with hempseed oil and lit to produce an
amazing amount of light. A unique
feature is the lamp can be refilled without
extinguishing it because the oil does not
emit flammable vapors.

What we refer to as
the "bathtub" is a
work rolling many
concepts into one. It
incorporates a tray
attached directly to
the bowl, and will
function as a water
pipe by adding a
tablespoon of water
in the carbureted
chamber.

The Church Warden is one of our first and most difficult
pieces. Three sided it is done in bass relief two sides are
replicas of our early medallions, the third side an inset bowl.

For more information visit the Church Of Cognizance Cultural Information Center on the web at
http://coc.enlightener.net or, E-mail 4liberty@enlightener.net

